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Color Me VAN!
By Deborah C. Hayes,
Pairodocs Cattery
Pairodocs Harlequin Dancer,
Blue-Eyed Tortie at 6 mos. '1>1991 Chanan

How many times have I heard it at a show -
"Turkish Vans? Uh, yeah! Those are the white
cats with red on the head and tail "--even as the
speaker is gazing at a Turkish Van of a different
color. Turkish Vans, or "Vans" as their owners
affectionately call them, come in a variety of
colors. But, there it is in virtually every book or
magazine article: "The Turkish Van is a red and
white cat," etc. etc. with only a red and white,
or occasionally a cream and white, cat
pictured. Many of the general 'Cat' books still
state the British standard which says only red
and white cats may be registered. Colors other
than red and white, although eligible for
competition in The International Cat Associa
tion, (TICA), have been given a lukewarm
reception in the show ring. Since I have always
been interested in Turkish Vans of different
colors, I have felt like my cats are a minority in
a minority breed.
In order to begin any discussion on colors,
there must first be some background on Vans
in general. The Turkish Van is a natural breed,
and indisputably from a common ancient
origin with the Turkish Angora. However, the
White Angora is considered a national treasure
by Turkey, with a breeding colony in the
Ankara zoo. Having been selectively bred as a
white cat for many years, the Turkish Angora
breed in the U.S., in TICA and CFA, (The Cat
Fanciers' Association, Inc.) is heading in the
direction of becoming a smaller, more refined
cat than it was fifty years ago. A painting on a
soldier's shield dated circa 35 to 387 A.D.
depicting a large, semi-Ionghaired van

patterned cat, indicates Turkish Vans may
have existed for nearly 2,000 years. The Vans in
modern day Turkey, Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia
and the western Black Sea area of Russia are
considered alleycats by the natives. Indeed,
U.S. soldiers in Saudi Arabia with Desert
Storm during the 1991 Gulf War report seeing
many van-patterned cats roaming around their
camps. Some were even spotted in the
background of a few TV newscasts from the
area and many of the cats in the few pictures
that have come back from the area have similar
type to the pedigree Turkish Van. Thus all
indications are that these feral cousins are still
actively proliferating in the region, even today.
The first Turkish Vans brought to England
from Turkey in 1955 were red/white, or
auburn/white by CFA and GCCF(Governing
Council of the Cat Fancy) terminology, but
red/white will be used universally in this
article. Therefore, it was thought that only
red/ white cats were truly Turkish Vans. As a
result, until recently the dilute cream/ white
and all blue-eyed or odd-eyed cats were
"culled" out of the British breeding programs.
This controversy still rages there in spite of
evidence of naturally occurring colors other
than red and white in Turkey. One faction
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claims that any color other than red/ white
could only come from outcrossing, while the
other side states that other colors have always
come out of Turkey with the same body type
and coat, and they breed just as true as
red/white cats.
While the debate continues in England,
Turkish Van breeders in Europe and the U.S.
have bypassed the argument and are actively
breeding the other colors. The real problem
facing the breed, from the European and
American breeders' viewpoint, is that of
increasing the limited gene pool in addition to
introducing new colors while more importantly
maintaining the correct type. English lines are
based only on the seven original red/ white cats
exported from Turkey. Within two or three
generations the possible, unrelated generations
are running out. There are two options to
increase the gene pool: a) more Turkish
imports, and/ or b) outcrossing to cats of
unknown ancestry. There has been limited
success with the former approach. A black/
white mother and son were exported from
Turkey to Europe by Bea van der Lende in 1987
(see the story of her search through Turkey 10
CAT WORLD'" Vo1.l5, No.ll, 1988). Both
cats now reside in the United States.

In October, 1991 a queen and her five kittens,
all brown tabby / white, along with an unrelated
red/ white female, arrived in the U.S. from
Turkey and are now at home with five different
breeders across the nation, including Pairo
docs. We are all anxiously waiting to see what
their genetic makeup contains. These cats were
picked up as pets by an American businessman
living temporarily in Turkey. But of these nine
cats we have only increased the genetic
diversity by three new sources. It has so far
proved impossible to obtain cats with
cooperation from inside Turkey to export any
cats without making a personal trip to find
them. With the recent unrest in that area of the
world, not many brave souls are willing to
make the trip in search of a cat.
As a Class II Natural Breed, nCA still allows
registration of similar type cats of unknown
ancestry, thus the second option, outcrossing,
is viable in America. It actually is more difficult
in a breeding program with the outcrosses to
maintain the body type than the Van pattern.
The white spotting gene is not "linked" to a
body type and the van pattern is already
established in other breeds. Few of the
outcrosses used have had perfect "van"
patterning, as have very few of the Turkish Van
imports. However, their use in a discriminate
breeding program is necessary both to expand
the gene pool and to introduce the new colors.
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The Book of the Cat illustrates a I-to-IO scale
for the white spotting gene. I disagree (based on
anecdotal evidence from my own and others'
experiences) with the placement of color levels
6 through 9 in The Book of the Cat which
indicates random placement rather than a van
pattern. In breedings of van-patterned cats to
solids and bi-colors the progression of the van
pattern seems to be very specific. The first
generation generally produces a cat with white
feet and chest, with a blaze from the throat up
the nose, the white may reach as far up on the
legs and sides, between 4 and 5 on the scale. The
second generation back to a van-patterned cat
may actually produce a perfectly van-patterned
cat (between 8 and 9), but will more often result
in a cat with a saddle on the back and random
spots of varying size including color running
from the tail up onto the back, but the face, legs
and chest are white (between 6 and 7). In the

Pairodocs I Van The Terrible, Red/ White m.,
shows his "Mark of Allah". TICA 1990-'91 Best
Turkish Van Kitten. ©Vickie W Jackson
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third generation breeding it is fairly easy to
produce a perfectly marked cat. Indeed, the
more difficult matter is not the amount of color
but the symmetry in the markings. Two
matched head markings with a clean cut tail
(color ending at the base of the tail) are the
most difficult to achieve. A few random spots
do not detract from the van pattern. As a side
note, a shoulder spot is quite common.
Referred to as the "Thumb of Allah", in
Muslim countries it is considered a sign that the
cat has been blessed. But a perfectly marked cat
does not necessarily make a Turkish Van, as we
must then make sure that the type of resulting
cat is correct, making it a truly unique breed,
identifiable even without the pattern.
Body type aside, the colors definitely make it a
more interesting breed. When first getting into
Turkish Vans, one of my goals was to actively
breed and promote the alternative colors. It
was initially very difficult when we started in
1988 since the only non-red cats available for
breeding were a cream/white amber-eyed
female, Ayla- Van Paradis de Moncrij, her
cream/ white odd-eyed brother, Omer- Van
Paradis de Moncrij, his black/ white amber
eyed son, Tazi- Van Paradis de Moncrij, Tazi's
three tortie/ white daughters. (Tazi's mother
was Jaramaz, a tortie/ white of unknown
European ancestry.) The only odd-eyed cats in
these ped igrees were Ayla-Van and Omer
Van's red/ white grandsire, Ender Allahtan
Harika, and Alaca du Jardin Oriental, a
tortie/ white female who produced another
series of red / white cats which carried blue eyes.
Thus, all of the non-red cats in the United
States were closely related. The pedigree of
Pairodocs Captain Bluebeard is typical of most
American pedigrees with these cats showing up
several times. It can also be seen how the
odd-eyed and non-red cats were culled out for
two generations and only by luck were carried
through until selectively bred for again.
I love to evaluate pedigrees and speculate on
the possibilities of various gene combinations.
Does this one still carry the dilute gene? Have
the blue eyes been carried down after not
showing up for three generations? It's very
exciting, only knowing the possible genes a
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breeding pair might be carrying, to watch the
kittens come out in a rainbow. We have one of
Tazi-Van's original three tortie daughters, CH
Santir Candy Kiss of Pairodocs, as a
foundation female. She had produced four
Red/ Whites and one Tortie/ White, all
Amber-Eyed, in her first litter when bred to a
red/white amber-eyed distant cousin, QGC
Celsha Baby Doc of Pairodocs. The only cream
male we could find to breed her to was a
grandson of Ayla-Van (CH Vansalot Marzi
pan) for the second litter, and we only had
hopes to keep a kitten which we knew would
carry the dilute gene. The first three kittens
were a Torbie, then two Brown Tabbies/
White, but then out popped (literally!) a blue
tabby/ white male, following by a cream
tabby/white female. My excitement was
uncontainable, but then there was the
excruciatingly slow wait until the eyes opened
to see if we had hit the jackpot with a blue-eyed
or odd-eyed kitten. After three weeks it was
apparent that there were none in this litter.
Her third mating was to a 2nd-generation
blue/ white, amber-eyed male, Pairodocs
George, with a lot of color on him. It had been
determined that his sire, QGC Celsha Baby
Doc of Pairodocs, a red/ white amber-eyed
male, carried dilute when a breeding with
Celsha Noko Marie of Pairodocs, a red/ white

female, produced three cream/ white and one
red/white daughters. When Baby was bred
back to his cream/ white daughter, Pairodocs
Imelda, it was revealed that both also carried
the gene for blue eyes. Thus, we knew that
George had a chance of carrying blue eyes. The
litter of Candy and George produced the first
American Dilute Tortie, Pairodocs Blue Sky
Maiden of Ishcatts, and the black/white
odd-eyed female, Pairodocs Christmas Gift.
Both girls had beautifully matched head
markings with only one body spot. At last we
knew (after 15 kittens) that Candy carried blue
eyes. This was confirmed in her fourth litter, a
line-breeding to her blue tabby/white son,
when she produced a beautifully marked
tortie/white blue-eyed girl, Pairodocs Harle
quin Dance. Since then my partner in
Pairodocs Cattery, Karen Hooker, and I very
fortunately have determined by careful
line-breeding that all our foundation stock,
save one, and all the kittens we have kept, have
either expressed or carried the dilute and/ or
blue eyes genes. But if one looks carefully, the
three cover girls (the present level of our work
with colors) still go back to the same brother
and sister providing the dilute gene--Omer-Van
and Ayla-Van Paradis de Moncrif, and
Jaramaz, the unknown Tortie/ White. This
again provides a very strong argument for
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using outcrosses when Turkish imports are
unavailable. With one of the recently imported
brown tabby male kittens and a cream/white
male and black/ white female of unknown
American ancestry, we hope to increase the
genetic diversity and hybrid vigor of the
non-red Turkish Vans.
The colors have not been easily accepted in the
show ring, there still being a bias in favor of
Red/ Whites because that is the most common
color. But Van breeders are making progress!
The first TICA Supreme Grand Champion
Cream/ White Alter was Pairodocs Pinochat.
The first Tortie/ White Grand Champion,
Vansalot Patchwork Piece, came in 1990 and
1991 saw the first Blue Tabby/White male
grand, Pairodocs Captain Bluebeard. We have
hopes that one of his two dilute tortie/white
daughters will be a ground breaker later on this
season (see cover photo). Brown Ta bby / White
and Black/ White Vans have also made their
appearance in shows. We have no reason to
suspect that the smoke and silver/tabby genes
occur in the foundation cats, however selective
outcrossing my someday yield show quality
kittens of those colors. We are delighted that
the blue and odd-eyes are starting to pop up
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with pleasing regularity, in addition to the
beautiful amber eyes.
As a Star Trek fan, I can't help adding on their
25th anniversary, that the Vulcan creed of
IDIC must definitely apply to Turkish Vans-
"Infinite Diversity in Infinite Combinations."
Literature Cited:
The Book oj the Cat. Wright, Michael and Walters,
Sally, Eds .• p.40, Summit Books, New York, 1980.
Vantrek, van der Lende, Bea, Reark, Jack and
Barbara, Eds. in CAT WORLDTl• 15: I J, pp.
EE4-EE7.
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It's a bird! 
it's a plane! 
it's Super Van!!!

Quadruple Grand Champion Pairodocs Schick
Odd-Eyed male. TICA 1990-'91 Best Cream &
White Turkish Van ClMar,k McCullough
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